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PROGRAM NOTES 
RESCOUSSE (MARGINALIA),.... GERARD PESSON ' 
Does speed in music help precision? Does it sweep away any question? 
Would it not be akin. to a silence resulting from centrif!.Igal forces? I have 
long wondered whether speed partiCipated in erasure or whether instead 
it was a slope leading certain composers to a sort of Edenic stasis - a 
definitive tranquillo that would bea "beyond-tempo". Like a torrent in 
spate, fast music qnnexes every idea in a diz'zying motion. It can q.lso fl.llow 
for wandering off the point. This is the marginalia effect. In Rescousse, I let 
thi~ movement of cqntamination of ideas play by indexing to each of the 
19 linked sequences an idea that I had noted down in the margin of my 
music readings: Those are, in no particular order: averse by the American 
poet Susan Howe, an Arab mode, a Bindu rhythm, a Greek rhythm, yet 
thers·by Ravel and Messiaen, a chord from Bruckrler, an old English song, 
n Ethiopian lullaby, a Techno bass line, a page by Lach~nmann (the 1st of 
Movement), a hymn composed by· the poet Gerard Manley Hopkins, etc. At 
the· centre of the form is a divertimento on the "Nancarrow ptinciple" drawn 
from Study4·. Nancarrow: the musician who, perforating time with so many ' 
holes, sought to recompose the prestissimo, millimetre by millimetre and 
make the heterogeneous cz:ash up against the limits of the possible. In his 
player-piario sheet, everything is both margin (track) and body of the text. No 
idea is secondary, and all are simultaneously seconda:ry. lt is to ~at fever of 
id'ea-devouring energy that Rescousse is dedicated, to a non-achievable dream 
' of restraining chaos. "Rescousse'{ means helping or assisting; most often in 
a determined, fast, even rushed motion. The complete expression- "aller, 
ou appeler a Ia rescousse" (go or 1:all for help) -is ~sed rather in old military 
vocabulary, implying to set an ally free· or retrieve property that was seize~ 
by force. · 
- Gerard Pesson, translated by John Tyler Tuttle 
SUR INCISES~ PIERRE BOULEZ 
Excerpt from a conversation betwe~n Wolfgang Fink and Pierre '6oulez * 
I understand from what you are saying that you have also dealt intensively with the 
piano over.the past few years. Indeed the piano plays an important role in Repons. 
However, it seems that the composer Pierre Boulez has not devoted much of his 
attention to the piano since publishing his Third sonata for piano and the second 
ook of Structures in 1961. At least Incises, the first piece for piano alone, is rather 
short, extremely brilliant and with a sense of perpetual motion. Now sur Incises 
originates frqm this piece and goes beyond the scope of p,ure piano sound. 
• 
Boulez: Yes, it is an ensemble for three pianos which in a way represent the 
main instruments, three harps and three 'per'cussions of certain pitch, also . 
timpani, steel drums, glockenspiel etc. I composed the piano piece Incises 
for the UJ!lberto Micheli Piano Competition which is greatly supported by 
Maurizio Pollini._ First I had in mind to transform this piece into a longer 
orie for Pollini and a group of instrumentalists, a kind of piano concerto 
although without reference to the traditional form. The literature in concerto 
_· form does. not appeal to me any more. Therefore I produced a piece. for 
three pianos assuming that there already exists enough interesting literature 
for two pianos and ensembles, especially in the modern age -take for 
. exampie Bartok's "Sonata for two pianos and perrussion" . (In my opinion, 
everybody woUld. have been reminded of this world if I had also written a 
. piece for two pianos.) I have also considered the possibility of four pianos . 
as this constellation is 'very attractive and provides a good balance. But here 
Stravinsky serves as model and I did not want to recite him through this 
very characteristic instrumentation: This is the reason why I ended-up wit~ 
three pianos ~ incidentallY. three pianists are part of our ensembl~. I then 
thought about adding brass pl_ayers but th~re already exists a piece for brass 
instruments, harp and piano by Hindemith so I rejected j:hi~ idea. Another 
reason is that I did n9t want to compose a piece for all families of instruments 
. like in Eclat. So I decided in favour of three per01ssion paiticularly as we 
· have three percussionists 1n our ensemble. Only then the idea of adding 
three harps occurred to me. Later it cam,e into iriy mind that this constellation 
- could have been invented by Elliott Carter providing the following 
theoretical order: three percussionists, three harps, three pianos or piano I, 
harp I, percuss.ion I and any-other conceivable c9rrespondences. But as I have 
already mentio~ed I realised this Carteresque dimension only afterwards. 
Conseq~ently rriy starting point was three pianos, three harps; three 
percussionists; also three times three which is nine. And I composed this 
piece for the 90th birthday-of Paul Sacher although tNs, .you have t0 believe 
me (he laughs) is pure. coincidence. I did not choose nine instruments on 
purpose. ' 
My original intention was to write the main part for the first piano. Having 
started the composition I realised that this disposition does not make any 
sense in a piece for three pianos because, wanting to be cons~stent, I would 
have·had to create a part .for first harp arid fiTst percussion which was not · 
feasible. Fer thi!) reason the three piano' parts elaborate to an extent on the 
same level. Unexpectediy, this has led to :a very long piec~ . . 
. . -
Incises however_is very short and by dint of this shortness, this very 'concise form, 
it takes the listener by complete surprise. In what respect do sur Incises and Incise: ) 
differ since their congruence is so obvious? 
Boulez: Yo~ will remember that Incises begins with this very free and 
. flexible introduction -followed by this very, very quick part (which is at times 
abruptly interrupted). But the character of this terrific movement is kept 
-. 
throughout. In sur Incises I have expanded, stretched this introduction a lot 
in terms of its duration. And I haye added various forms of multiplication 
to this very-bFilliant cadence, from simple to sixfold and multiple reflections 
, · resulting in a cadence which is no longer wild as in Incises, but calm and 
· breathing regularly, due to-these diverse figures appearing in simple to 
compl~x modifications. So I have composed a cadenza for everybody, which 
is to be played without interruption at a very rapid speed and which is very 
difficult to perform. And then there is another part with a transition. In this 
part the principles of the cadence are mixed with the introduction, this very • 
free introduction actually" in a rather complete way so that it is very difficult 
ln judge which elements are tctken from which area. This situation changes 
with a recollection of the initial cadenza foeusing on the three pianos in order 
to demonstrate on which kind of perio~icity the complete action is based.-
The pianos therefore obviously represent the principal instruments. But are there also 
ransitions to be found or, let's put it differently, do the harps or percussionists at 
!mes take the role of the pianos or of one piano? ' 
Boulez: The percussions and also the harps are at times completely _ 
integrated and sometimes only play a tn41or role, it depends. There is 
one section where the pianos play an elaborate ostinato passage, thus a 
very strict compositional structural form while the percussionists play 
very free figures at the same time. But you find also moments when this 
role play is. divided up, such as that orie piano and -one percussionist play 
. - the free ·structures whereaS' the other pianos and percussionists have to · -
· : · .follow the strict ostinato movement etc. Another attractive aspect is that at 
times you encounter very quick changes followed by sections of constant 
continuous instrumental combinations. As to the harp, I have gained plenty 
of experience with this instrument in -Repons and have put this knowledge 
into sur Incises. You ·can play the harp very fast if you do not_use the- pedals 
- or only"very little. So.the narps' entries depend a lot on the differ~nt kinds 
of speed at which this instrument can be -handled. I was very surprised by 
the power~ sound three harps can produce. By the way, I have emphasised 
the different sound character of the instruments by positioning them in a 
characteristic way. Thus, you can see what you hear. I am really very happy 
with the sound combinations in this piece and also with the way the rathei: 
exotic instrument;s are integrated. I don't use stc:~eldrums.for the sake of their 
exotic and folkloric colour but because of the fact that they exceed the usual 
bounds of the individu.al families of instruments. The question is what does 
that mean? Because this sound belongs to all families and to none at the same 
time. . 
Baden-Baden, 18 September 1998 (Transla~on: Dorit Luezak) 
(*) "Hommage a Pierre Boulez", program~e of Alte Oper Frankfurt, 
compiled by ,Wolfgang Fink and Josef Hausier 
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Sound Icon is a sinfonietta committed to performing the most significant 
progressive works of the past few decades. As a sinfonietta, Sound Icon -
offers the color palette of a full orchestra with the precision and flexibility of 
a chamber ensemble. The technical and logistical challenges of contemporary. 
repertoire for sinfo:riietta often discourage live performance in the United 
States, however, Sound Icon embraces· this compelling music and a:ims to 
bring this repertoire to Boston and beyond. Through ambitious programming 
performed to the highest standards,. Sound Icon engages audiences in 
dialogues about what progressive music is and can be: music that redefines 
· rules, experiences, and .expectations. For more i.t:Uormation, please visit: www. 
soundic~n.org · ' 
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